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Abstract 

 

Behaviors or computations of context-aware applications vary in different contexts. For example, 

many mobile applications behave according to current locations of mobile devices, such as 

searching nearby restaurants. For context-aware knowledge-based applications, their knowledge 

reasoning results may different in different contexts. For T-Box reasoning, this means that in 

different contexts, classes and properties may have different elements and/or different 

subsumption, equivalence and other relationships. For example, in different states in the US as 

contexts, Marriage (object property) can be between Person or between Male and Female 

(classes). For A-Box reasoning, this means that in different contexts, instances may have 

different memberships.  For example, in different cities as contexts, a Person John may or may 

not be a resident of that city. 

 

In this talk, we introduce an initial framework of a formal system for defining and reasoning 

about context-aware knowledge-based applications, based on the foundations of both intensional 

logic and description logic.  Both description logic and intensional logic consider a distinction 

between intensions and extensions. In description logic, a concept is an intension and an instance 

is an extension, and a concept as an intension is a set of extensions. For example, 

PrimeMinisterOfCanada as a concept contains the names of all prime ministers of Canada 

including all future ones. Intensional logic is based on possible worlds semantics. In intensional 

logic, an expression is an intension which may have different values in different (implicit) 

possible worlds. The value of an expression (intension) in a particular possible world is an 

extension; an intension is a function mapping from a set of possible worlds or contexts to a set of 

extensions. For example, PrimeMinisterOfCanada can be considered as an intension whose value 

varies for different times as possible worlds. Possible worlds can be defined as a set of elements 

with a connectivity or accessibility relation among them. A possible world or context being 

connected to, or accessing, another possible world allows an expression in one possible world 

can switch or refer to another connected possible world. 

 

In the proposed intensional description logic (IntensDL) system, we consider that classes and 

properties in description logic vary in possible worlds or contexts. That is, IntensDL maps from a 

set of possible worlds to a set of classes and properties. As classes and properties are intensions 

in DL, IntensDL introduces second order intension i.e. intension of intension.  The semantics of 
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IntensDL can be defined in two levels: context-wise or global. In context-wise semantics, we 

define IntensDL metaproperties such as satisfiability, consistency, subsumption, and equivalence 

locally for each context. In global semantics, we define IntensDL metaproperties for all contexts. 

There are three levels of reasoning in IntensDL: local closed world reasoning, global closed 

world reasoning, and open world reasoning. In the IntensDL definition, we introduce context-

switching operators that can switch its underlying context to another connected context. We also 

propose to define possible worlds or contexts as a DL class whose set contains all contexts, as 

well as define classes and/or properties to describe the connectivity of contexts. 


